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Abstract: The exponential growth of data necessitates an effective data
storage scheme, which helps to effectively manage the large quantity of
data. To accomplish this, Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) digital data storage
process can be employed, which encodes and decodes binary data to and
from synthesized strands of DNA. Vector quantization (VQ) is a commonly
employed scheme for image compression and the optimal codebook gener-
ation is an effective process to reach maximum compression efficiency. This
article introduces a new DNA Computing with Water Strider Algorithm based
Vector Quantization (DNAC-WSAVQ) technique for Data Storage Systems.
The proposed DNAC-WSAVQ technique enables encoding data using DNA
computing and then compresses it for effective data storage. Besides, the
DNAC-WSAVQ model initially performs DNA encoding on the input images
to generate a binary encoded form. In addition, a Water Strider algorithm with
Linde-Buzo-Gray (WSA-LBG) model is applied for the compression process
and thereby storage area can be considerably minimized. In order to generate
optimal codebook for LBG, the WSA is applied to it. The performance
validation of the DNAC-WSAVQ model is carried out and the results are
inspected under several measures. The comparative study highlighted the
improved outcomes of the DNAC-WSAVQ model over the existing methods.
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1 Introduction

With the development of digital systems for storage, generation, and broadcast of data, there
increases require to ongoing and active maintenance of digital media. With the huge amount of digital
information that needs that storing to further utilize, a problem arises from the storage of irresistible
number of information [1]. Yearly the storage need is increased by 50% [2]. Nowadays, most of the
digital data is storing with a technique that only will last long for a minimum duration. Chips and
Memory cards are sustainable for five years from their primary purpose [3]. However solid-state drive
operates better when compared to hard drives, when not operated for long duration, they have the
tendency of losing data [4]. Thus, researcher dedication has been driven toward the advancement
of storage methods that successfully overcome the abovementioned problems. Fig. 1 illustrates the
process involved in DNA data storage.

Figure 1: Process in DNA data storage

Furthermore, the environment might be polluted with non-biodegradable and silicon materials
that are constrained in resources and will drain someday. File sharing systems are preferred for moving
to new technology since the present storage technology is incapable of handling it effectively [5]. Any
organism that is composed of 2 stranded spirals of nucleotides has cells named Deoxyribonucleic Acid
(DNA) cells. Cytosine, Adenine, Thymine, and Guanine form these nucleotides that comprise one
phosphate group, 5 carbon sugar, and 4 nitrogen bases. A massive number of data is stored in DNA
to exploit considerable amount of combinatory questions, DNA registering methodology is used. It is
possible that some grams of DNA have the opportunity of storing each information across the world.
As well, this DNA could be preserved in dark and dry cold environments. Since it come for storage
problems, there is several reasons to utlized DNA because of its very small size and ubiquity [6,7].

Currently, development of image compression (IC) technique with regenerated image quality is
a challenging and crucial tasks for the researcher [8]. It aims at transmitting the image using lower
bits. Detection of redundancy in image, suitable and perfect encoding techniques and conversion
technology are the major factor for IC. Quantization consist of: vector and scalar quantization.
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